The life of the last Queen of Egypt is a story of love, greed, and romance. Cleopatra was born in 69BCE. While the Cleopatra lived long after the era of the pharaohs had passed, many Egyptian people worshipped her as a goddess. Cleopatra was born in Egypt, but she was part of a Greek ruling family that had controlled Egypt for hundreds of years.

Alexander the Great was a military genius from Macedonia, a mountainous land north of Greece. In 332BCE, Alexander's army freed the Egyptian people from Persian rule. The grateful Egyptian people worshipped Alexander as a pharaoh. When Alexander suddenly died four years later, his empire was divided among his top generals. Ptolemy became the ruler of Egypt and the first ruler of what was called the Ptolemy dynasty.

When Cleopatra's father, Ptolemy XII, died in 51BCE, his will decreed that seventeen-year-old Cleopatra and her twelve-year-old brother, Ptolemy XIII, were to rule Egypt together—as husband and wife. Cleopatra was a very different ruler than the Ptolemies who came before her. She learned the Egyptian language while the other members of her family spoke only Greek. Cleopatra also practiced the religious customs of Egypt, and many Egyptians viewed her as a pharaoh. In 48BCE, the Queen's generals found they could not control her, so they ousted Cleopatra and made her brother the sole monarch of Egypt.

A few months after Cleopatra was removed from power, a Roman army led by Julius Caesar arrived in Egypt in pursuit of another Roman general. Caesar's army was much larger than the Egyptian forces, so Cleopatra concluded that Caesar could return her to power. Cleopatra arranged to have a huge carpet delivered to the 54-year-old Caesar. When Caesar unrolled the carpet, he found the 22-year-old former queen wrapped inside. Soon after, Caesar and Cleopatra became lovers, and the Roman general led his army to capture and kill the people who removed Cleopatra from power. Her brother, Ptolemy XIII, drowned in the Nile while fleeing from Caesar's army.

Egyptian law did not allow their queen to rule without a king from the Ptolemy family, so Cleopatra married another brother, this one named Ptolemy XIV, though she was in love with Caesar.

Caesar and Cleopatra spent the next several months sailing along the Nile, where Caesar observed how the Egyptian people worshipped Cleopatra as a pharaoh. Caesar was a very powerful general who conquered many lands, but he knew that becoming a god was something he could never achieve.

Soon after Caesar returned to Rome in 46BCE, Cleopatra and their newborn son, Caesarion, came to live in Rome. Caesar was so popular with the Roman people they named him dictator. A dictator is a ruler with complete power. Cleopatra, however, was less popular with the Romans, having enraged them by calling herself the "new Isis."

Cleopatra married another brother, this one named Ptolemy XIV, though she was in love with Caesar. Caesar was murdered in 44BCE, so Cleopatra left Rome and returned to Egypt. Shortly after, Ptolemy XIV was mysteriously poisoned.

Rome was in turmoil after Caesar's murder. Several armies competed for control. The two greatest Roman armies were those of Marc Antony and Octavian. Octavian was the adopted son of Julius Caesar, but Marc Antony was Caesar's closest friend. When Antony asked Cleopatra to meet with him, Cleopatra saw another opportunity to return to power both in Egypt and in Rome. A legend says that when the two met, the Egyptian queen adorned her ship with so many rose petals that the Romans knew of her fragrance before they could see her ship. Cleopatra walked off the ship dressed as Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love. Antony was immediately love-struck with the Egyptian queen. Antony was already married to Octavian's sister, but he took Cleopatra as his wife, and the couple had three children.

Octavian's army invaded Egypt in 30BCE after defeating Antony and Cleopatra's navy in a sea battle. Antony committed suicide by falling on his sword. Fearing that she would be forced to live as a slave in the land she once ruled, Cleopatra, too, decided to end her life. According to legend, soon after she was captured by Octavian, the former queen arranged to have a deadly snake called an asp delivered to her in a basket of figs. The asp, also known as an Egyptian cobra, was a symbol of royalty to the Egyptians. By allowing the asp to bite her, Cleopatra is said to have become immortal.
Fill in the Blanks

Cleopatra was an E__y__t_an queen of G__e__k ancestry. She came to power with her b__o__h__r upon the death of their f__t__er, but Cleopatra’s g__n__r__ls ousted her because they could not control her. Cleopatra returned to power with the help of a R__m__n general named Julius C__e__ar. Cleopatra fell in love with Caesar and followed the g__n__r__l to R_____ after the b__r__h of their son, but Cleopatra r__t__r__ed to Egypt after Caesar’s m__rd__r.

Cleopatra later had three children with Marc A__to__y, another g__n__r__l who vied for power in Rome with Caesar’s a__o__t__d son, O__t__v__an. Antony committed s__i__i__e after losing a n__v__l battle to Octavian. According to l__ge__, when Octavian i__v__d__d Egypt, Cleopatra e__d__d her life by allowing an a____ to b______ her.

Answer in Complete Sentences

*1. Explain why most people in Cleopatra’s family did not speak the language of the Egyptian people.

*2. How did Cleopatra arrange to meet Julius Caesar?

*3. According to the article, what did Cleopatra have that Caesar wanted but could never have?

*4. Why did Cleopatra end her life?

*5. Why did Cleopatra choose the bit of an asp as the method to end her life?

*This is a higher order learning question. You must answer the question to the best of your ability, but any reasonable answer will be graded as correct.